closely. Josefski has a lifetime of emergency services field. Increas- ence and the evolution of the program. Josefski is now the Direc- tion and Training Programs in early Interaction and Training Programs in early 2011. She credits the external evaluators for her work and her community. She said, "GCC continues to pro- vide the best possible emergency services education to our students. Whether our students are just entering the emergency services field or are long-time professionals, we focus on what they need to know to do their work. And we pay close attention to what communities need from their emergency services providers. Our students and gradu- ates work in emergency services agencies throughout the region and they’re proud of the work they do."

For information about GCC’s Emergency Medical Services Pro- gram, visit new.gcc.mass.edu/ems. To learn about the First Responder program, visit new.gcc.mass.edu/first-responders. Contact Dawn Josefski at josefski@gcc.mass.edu or (413) 775-1761.
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GCC President Bob Pura recog- nized the strength of GCC’s emergency services programs. He said, "We have always felt that GCC’s EMS Education and Training Program is superb and we’re pleased that the external evaluators agree. Dawn Josefski and Monty Ruff are excellent EMS providers, and extraordinary teachers who are committed to the professionaliza- tion of their field. In addition to her leadership of the EMS Program, Dawn’s role in leading GCC’s Five Science Technology Pro- gram makes great sense because of her experience as a First Responder, her commitment to lifelong learning, and the powerful leader- ship she has provided to the EMS Program. GCC has a long history as the educational hub for this com- munity’s first responders. It is a privilege to provide GCC’s education to our community.”

GCC Dean of Professional Stud- ies, Professor Emerita President Pura’s praise of Josefski’s work. He said, "It is known to us and inspired among fire science and emergency medical services professionals in the area. They know that under Josefski’s leadership, GCC is the gold standard for emergency service education.” Dawn Josefski is passionate about her work and her community. She said, “GCC continues to pro- vide the best possible emergency services education to our students. Whether our students are just entering the emergency services field or are long-time professionals, we focus on what they need to do their work. And we pay close attention to what communities need from their emergency services providers. Our students and gradu- ates work in emergency services agencies throughout the region and they’re proud of the work they do."

For information about GCC’s Emergency Medical Services Pro- gram, visit new.gcc.mass.edu/ems. To learn about the First Responder program, visit new.gcc.mass.edu/first-responders. Contact Dawn Josefski at josefski@gcc.mass.edu or (413) 775-1761.
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